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Gates Named By Brown as
Page In Congress.

KIMBERLY M. GATES
C

GJtES8MAN GEORGE E. BROWN

Martin Luther
King,Jr.SchoolTo
Open

The ceremony is
scheduled for 10:30 a.rn. at the
school at 1250 N. Muscott. The
event is scheduled to be· attended
by School Board Members, school
district officials as well as the
staff and parents of the new
school. Mrs. Coretta King, the
widow of the slain civil rights
leader for whom the school is
named has been invited to the
ceremony, but as yet her at•
tendance has not been confirmed.
Featured speaker at the event
will be Tommy Davis, fonner Los
Angeles Dodger outfielder and
1962 National League batting

champion. Davis was selected to
the National League All Star Tearn
twice during his career and is
currently a member of the Dodger
Speakers Bureau.
Also on the opening program
are Clabe Hangan and Keith Mc·
Neil, folk singers, who are well
known in the area. Dr. Susan
Orrock, prinicipal' of the school,
will preside over the ceremonies
with the opening and open house.
The new school is not located
in new buildings. The school had
been Franklin Junior High School
which was closed in 1974, but the
site was never abandoned. After
its service as a junior high, it
was used as a site for a program
for gifted elementary students; as
a school for pregnant students;
and finally for classes for students
with emotional difficulties. It has
also been used to house certain
district offices and will continue
to service this function for the
time being.

Candlelight Vigil
Against Simpson/
Mazzoli
Preparations are continuing
for the Candlelight Vigil and Pro·
cession against the proposed
Simpson/Mazzoli immigration legislation to be held on Monday
night, September 17th in San Bernardino, at 8:30 p.m. at the footsteps of City Hall. Prior to the
Vigil, there will be a procession
starting at 8:00 p.m. behind the
city parking lot located on 5th
and E Streets. The procession
will proceed East on 5th Street
and then South on D Street to City
Hall.
According to Dr. Annando
Navarro, Congreso para Pueblos
Unidos State Chairperson, "the

hower High Goldm Eagle Allla.'lCe l/

Marching Band and Symphonic
Band which she Is vice president.
' She is also vice presiden tof BSU
(Brothers and Sisters United) and is

Ex Dodger to Speak

On September 7, a ribbon
will be cut symbolically . opening
the new elementary school named
for Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
marking for the first time in 15
years the opening of a new ele·
mentary school in the San Ber·
nardino City Unified School Dis•
trict.

Through this fall semesterKimberly M. Gates, a 16-year old
Junior at Eisenhower High School,
will serve as a Con~sslonal Page
In the U.S. House of Representatives for 4½ months August 28th
thru January 25. She was selected
by Coogressman Geage E. Brown,
Dem. San Bernardino/Riverside.
Kimberly is one of 66 teen•
agers from a total of 469 possible
candidates, chosen by the Democratic Personnel Committee to
deliver messages and small pack·
ages, answer phones and do other
duties for the U.S. representatives
while the House is in session.
Despite this 9 to 5 work load,
Pages are required to go to classes
held in the library of Congress.
Pages can choose four of the five
basic subjects taugtt • mathematics,
science, social science, English,
and foreign languages, but must
also take a weekend course,
"Washington Seminar," which
covers the capital's political struc·
ture. Successful candidates are
chosen on the basis of academic
achievement, extracurricular activities and volunteer community
activities.
Kimberly's school activities in·
elude membership in the Eisen•

issues of immigration refonn via
Simpson/Mazzoli cuts across the
interests of the Latino community.
Because of its discriminatory nature, Latinos are working together
· with numerous other communities
towards building a powerful grassroots coalition oriented towards
its defeat".
Navarro added, "by 'having
Latinos, Blacks, Anglos, Asians,
Jews, churches, labor, students,
businesspersons, Democrats, Republicans, etc. come together In
the spirit of unity and brothertnxl, ioo i.5slE e x ~
is no longer an Issue of one
people, but of all people".

a member of the Key Club. In
the community Kimberly has been
involved, on a volunteer basis,
with young children as a T-Ball
and Soccer coach. Kimberly also
did missiooary IM:lrk in Mexico with
the Los Ninos Program. Along
with Kimberly's active community
and school involvement she maintains a high GPA (grade point
average and is part of the GATE
Program (gifted and talented edu·
cational program).
Born in Los Angeles, Kimberly
lived in Cleveland for four years.
The past six years she has lived
in Rialto, attending Preston and
Boyd Elementary Schools, Rialto
.lJr1ior Hi!jl School and F.isenoo.ver
High School. Kimberly has a
brother Kareem, 8, who attends
St. Catherines in Siena School in
Rialto. Her mother, Michelle E.
Gates-Baeza, is a computer draftsperson for a utility company.
Kimberly's goal for the future is to
become a child and adolescent
psychiatrist. She plans to attend
a four year college, and study
medicine at UCLA, during which
she shall do intern work at the
UCLA Medical Center. A super
high goal? Certainly.
But Kimberly is confidvnt she

will reach the heights. For now,
however, she seems satisftded to
start from the bottom to get to
the TOP!!!!!!!!

Riverside, Palm Springs
$202,000 for Low
Income Housing Units
Senator Robert Presley has
announced that $202,000 has
just been made available by the
state for low income housing pro•
jects in Riverside Coonty, $120,COO
of it to finance a group home
for the developmentally disabled
in Palm Springs, $182,000 for six
manufactured homes to be placed
on different lots in Riverside's
Eastside area.
Both projects would provide
30 year loans. The City of Palm

Springs is the applicant, assisting
the local sponsor in applying for
the loan for the home for six
retarded persons in
the area.
The homes in Riverside would
-provide housing for six low-income
families at separate locations in
Riverside's Eastside area.
Funds come from the Depart·
ment of Housing and Community
Development in Sacramento,
Presley said.

Energy Program
Re-Opened
The Riverside County Com·
munit9 Action Agency announced
on Wednesday, August 22, 1984
they will be re-opening their utility
assistance program in the unin·
corporated areas of Riverside
County. Officially known as the
Energy Crisis Intervention Pro·
gram, ECIP Is designed to assist
low-income households to pay their
energy bills. Funded by the State
Office of Economic Opportunity
(OEO) and administered through
Community Action, this one time
payment program has assisted over
1,800 households in the last 11
months. Under the direction of
Lois Carson, <:anmunity Actioo is
recognized· as Riverside County's
Anti-Poverty Agency. Services offered range from providing emergency food and shelter, job train·
Ing, home we.atherization, and
child care referral. Currently Com•
munity Action utilizes 15 Community Based Organizations
(CBO's) who serve as centers for
the ECIP program.
Those wishing to participate
can apply at the CBO nearest
to their home. For those indivi·
duals who reside within River•
side City limits, ECIP is expected
to become available after Labor
Day. Fer further infamatioo please
call (714) 787-6688 or 787-6689.

AT THE ANNUAL BLACK
MEDIA INC., (BMI) meeting,
Carol Gerdes of the Columbus
Tunes, Columbus, Georgia Is
shown the issue of the Black
monitor which focused on the
hJstorlc assault on Dllteracy

CAROLYN GREEN

Carolyn Green Named to
Top So. Cal. Gas Co.
Position
Carolyn Green, 34, has re·
cently been promoted to the posit·
ion of Environmental Affairs Man•
ager for Southern California Gas
Co., the country's largest gas dis·
tribution company.
Green, who first joined the
utility in 1982, will serve as the
company spokesperson on environmental Issues and manage all
activities ci the envlromlental staff.
She will also be the liaison with
environmental organizations and
regulatory agencies.
Formerly the gas company's
Issues Coordinator for Public Af·
fairs, Green received her bachelors
degree from the University of Iowa
in 1973 and did graduate study
at the University of Iowa as a
Housing and Urban Development
Studies fellow. She also did graduate work in planning and public
policy at the University of Calif-

Program (AIOP) and the national heads of Fraternal organizations, Is shown the historic
Black monitor issue by, Robert
Gordon, Grand Polemarch of
Kappa Alpha Psi and head of
the BMI "War Cllest" and Or.

omia at Berkeley.
Prior to joining the utility,
Green worked with the Iowa
Northland Regional Council of
Governments, the California Air
Resources Board, and the Jack
G. Raub Co., a planning and
engineering consultant.
Green is a member of the
American Institute of Certified
Planners, the American Planning
Assoication, World Futures Society, National Association of Female Executives, National Council
of Negro Women, American
Demographics Association and
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority.
She has served as vice chairperson of the South Coast Air
Quality Management District Ad·
visory Council and is a member
of numerous other technical and
policy committees for public and
private sector organizations.
She is married to Michael
Blakeney.

Calvin Rolark, Chairman
of BMI Board of Dlrecton and
avid supporter of the AOIP

as well as publisher of the
Washington Informer, In our
nation's capitol.

~
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Josh Beckley
Closes Cult Series

R_e_I_ig_io_u_s_Co_m_m_._u_n1_·t_y_N_e_w_s______·_ ~~

Serving the entire Religious Community in the Inland Empire
M. Jacquelyn Simpson, Editor

Amos Welcomes
Back Pastor And
Wife
Amos Temple C.M.E. church
family welcomed back Rev. and
Mrs. Chester B. Tollette from the
recent Annual conference of the
C.M.E. Churches of the 9th Episc.
Dist., which was held the week of
August 20-24 at Beebe Memorial
C.M.E. Church in Oakland, CA.
Delegates from Amos included
Lester Stevenson, Camille Coonts,
Dorothy Ederson, Carrie Cobel,
Toni Williams. Also attending were
Leslie Cunningham, who is a
member of the Annual Conference
Young Adult Division. Miss .
Annette Hickman and Toria Bullard
represented the · Youth Department
of Amos. Toria was among the
young ladies who spoke during
the youth and young adult pro·
gram. Other representatives were,
Rev. Jestine Rucker, Lisa Sander·
ford, Barbara Campbell and Helen
Jacocks, who sang with the mass
choir, as well as performing as
a solo artist. Other participants
who performed with the Mass
Choir were, Camille Counts, Toni
Williams, Lester Stevenson, Barbara Campbell and Leslie Cunningham. During the Mass Choir
Musical, Amos' music department
won the "Soul Winners Tropht
for bringing in more souls of Christ
at Amos during a conference year·
total 88. Accepting the trophy in
the absence of President, Jestine

Singleton was Leslie Cunningham,
Vice President of Amos' Mass
Choir. Another very significant oc·
curance was at the point where
our own Mrs. Eunice Brooks,
President of the Lay Department
of Amos was chosen by the Annual Conference Lay Council to
receive an outstanding award for
her untiring work for the Lord
through her dedication and christ·
ian canmitment to God, her church,
and community.
A beautiful plaque was pre·
sented to her during the Annual
Conference Lay Banquet. We
learned much through workshops,
worship services and early mom·
ing bible studies. Most Important•
ly, we learned that we must above
all, strive to do the best we can
in whatever capacity we are work·
ing for God giving him the glory
and he will continue to work
through us providing us with re·
warding experiences manifesting
within us peace of mind and understanding towards oor fuJloi.vman.
Bishop Nathaniel Linsey, presid·
ing Bishop of the 9th Episc. Dist.,
expressed his deep appreciation
for a very successful conference
which consisted of representatives
and delegates of the many churches
throl.gx>ut the 9th Episc. Dist.
Again, Welcome!

l

'"

REV. & MRS. CHESTER TOLLETTE

Allen Chapel A.M.E.
Riverside

ceiving attention across the nation.
The Holy Spirit really moved
He is invited to speak in St. Louis,
in Bethel last Sunday. The Rev.
Mo. on the second Sunday in
C.D. Toliver, concert soldst, v.aid
September. While Rev. Jackson
traveler, and retired pastor of
was visiting the mid-west and
attending the general conference,
2nd A.M.E., Los Angeles, was the
guest speaker in pastor Jackson's
he gave several of his children's
absence. Rev. Toliver brought an
sermons and there were so
inspiring message takm from Psalms
throughly enjoyed that the pastor
130 and titled Wait on the Lord.
is being invited back to speak.
Pastor Jackson and the
Pastor Jackson reported that
Bethel family extends their gratl·
services in Phoenix were very
tude and appreciation, and love
good also. Rev. Jackson was the
All are welcome!!
to Rev. Toliver. He has served
guest
speaker
at
Tanner
Chapel
Rev. L.B. Moss, Pastor Dr.
ltle Lord for over forty years,
,
A.M.E.,lhoenix,
while
Re1,1.
Char·
Marian Tallery Yooth Directer Bro.
adn he is still going strong. May
les Brooks, Tanner's pastor, at·
Ben Barnes Youth President Sis.
God Bless thlis servant, and may
tended their annual conference.
Kim Hopkin Decathlon Chalrper·
the
A.M.E. Church continue to
Rev. Jacksoo's already farroJS
son.
support
him.
'children's sermons' are now re·
For more Information contact
Dr. Marian Tallery • (home) 7817838 office ~7-5421, Bro. Ben
Barnes · 686-6105, Sis. Kim Hop•
kins-682-60424, Sis. Sarah l-lanis·
682-5644, Sis. Holly Foster-688cases, the ruling included a pro·
Southern California Edison
0309
viso that Edison would repay the
Company will refund $18,130,000
Come an represent Christian
resale
utilities with interest for any
on 1979, '80 and '81 electric bills
Olympic Decathlon.
charges
later disallowed by FERC.
to nine electric utility agencies
The
spokesman said that FERC
which purchased the power from
ruled
against
the inclusion of some
Edison for resale, the company
costs
in
rates
proposed by Edison
has announced. Riverside will reand
~
the
cx:mpany to design
ceive $1,602,oo and Banning
new
rate
structures
which would
$716,000.
charge
the
resale
utilities
approxi·
Under Federal Energy Regula·
mately
$4.7
million
per
year
less
tory Commission (FERC) proce·
ing will Include: Kenny Wells and <lures, Edison had been authorized
than originally proposed. On April
the Riverside Mass Choir, Louis
20, 1984, Edison presented the
to charge resale customers for
Dawson, Fire & Spirit, Faith Tern· electricity purchased between
redesigned rate structures to FERC
pie Choir of San Bemaridno, Den- August 16, 1979 and July 15,
and on July 20, FERC accepted
nis Jackson of the San Bernardino
them
and Instructed the company
1981 at rates proposed by the
to make the appropriate refunds.
Community Choir, Rickey Barbara company. As usual in such rate
of Los Angeles along with Loveland's Mass Choir, host of the
extravaganza. Clarence (CDub)
"A good memory is need after one has lied."
Corneille
Williams, Minister of Music.
·
The public is cordially invited.

Park Avenue Presents
Olympic Decathlon
The Park Avenue Baptist
Church young people department
will present a Back to School
Christian Olympic Decathlon,
Saturday, September 8, 1984, at
1:00 p.m. in the afternoon.
Special guests and compet·
itions have been scheduled.
Bro. Charles Johnson, Vice
President of the California State
Baptist Young Peq,le's Conventidn
will present the keynot address.
This will be a Back-to-School
Christian Olympic Decathlon. You
don't want to miss!

SCE Refunds Resale
Utilities

Loveland Presents
''Midnight Musical
Extravaganza"
Sunday September 2nd: Loveland Church, Sierra and Baseline
Fontana will present its "Mid'.
night Musical Extravaganza" at
10:30 p.m. Special guests featured for this special time of
fellowship and praising the Lord in
song, will be Donald Dodge and
the Cathedral Praise Choir
Pedley, Ca.
'
Other invited guests perform-

American
Muslim Mission
about recent remarks made by
Farrakhan? Question asked of
Imam W. Deen Muhammad
IWDM: First of all, he (Mini·
ster Farrakhan) represents a break
with us. He left us and set up
his own organization, and what
he teaches is not at all what we
believe.
He represents the time of our

struggling in the dark, and a
time of confusion in us. We don't
want to be associated with that
at all.
'
As far as his statements about
Jews, Christians and Muslims
share an affinity. We believe that
One God, One and the same
God, Who created One humanity,
and we all are the children of
Adam.

St. Paul A.M.E. Church
1355 W. 21st Street
San Bernardino, Calif. 92411

(714) 887-1718
Rev. William Jacks, Pastor

another Jesus. They do not recognize Jesus as the Son of God
and his ressurection. They believ~
God became man and Jesus amoog
other beliefs.
He stated that "those believing
in the incarnation of Jesus Christ
have missed the way by not
believing that Jesus became like
us in order for us to become
like him. And Jesus' ressurection
is God's way of coming to man
that we may become redeemed."
Beckley prefaced the beginning
series by tellings his listners that
the information he was teaching
was not intended for them to go
out and attack or judge the moral
integrity of individuals who are
cult members or those contemplat·
ing the idea. Instead, he encourage
them to be sensitive; using understanding and compassion as they
share the Word of truth about
Jesus Christ. He also suggested
that others should pray for cult
followers If there's nothing else
they can do.
He concluded his last series,
"Do you know what you believe?"
by quoting the scripture that "e.JerY
knee should bow ... and that every
tongue should confess that Jesus
Christ Is Lord...." (Phillipians 2:1011). Beckley dramatically emphasized the fact, "that all men are
going to bow either physically or
spiritually to the glory of God
. the Father. He cautioned "unless
you know Him, you are lost,"
before reinterating the question,
"Do you know what you believe."
After a pause, and filled with the
spirit he shouted, "Nobody but
Jesus," "Nobody but Jesus," "Nobody but Jesus ....as he received a
standing ovation of praisies com·
ing from the audience who shouted
back, "Nobody but Jesus!"

Egyptian Linen Nails
2730 University Ave. Suite II
Riverside, CA

Proudly Announces the Addition of

· Billie Dee Williams
Certified Reflexologist
to their staff
call for appointments
683-6126 / 683-9965
for one free nail

(Within Personal Touch Complex)

AMOS TEMPLE CME
271911th Street
(714) 683-1567
Worship Services
Sunday............... 8:00am
Sunday School. ....... 9:30am
Prayer and Bible Study
Wednesday............ 6:30pm \
Rev. C.B. Tollette, Pastor

New Jerusalem Foursquare Church

By Imam Ron El-Amin
Question: What do you think

"Nobody but Jesus" was the
true and profound closing state·
m~t made repeatedly by Joshua
Beckley, Loveland's youth pastor,
as he climaxed a nine-week series
on "Issues on Cults,"
Beckley, who spent several
months doing
, extensive research
and study in preparation for the
nine exciting topics he selected
for the series, spoke out on cult
groups such as: Jehova Wit·
nesses, Unity, Mormons'; followers
of the Church of Unification,
Herbert W. Armstrong's Worldwide
Church of God, Sung Yung Moon
and the Christian Science.
BMoo on his research Beddey
explained why these religious
groups are considered cults. He
specifically focused and supported
his findings with biblical authority
quoting from I John 4:1-3 which
reads: "Beloved, believe not every
spirit, but try the spirits whether
they are of God; because many
false prophets are going out into
the world. Hereby know ye the
Spirit of God: Every spirit · that
confesseth that Jesus is come in
the flesh is not of God: and this
is the . spirit of the anti-christ,
whereof ye have heard that it
shoolcl oome; and even now already
is in the world."
Pastor Beckley defined a cult
as "a group of people polarized
around somebody-else's interpret·
ation of the Bible, and character·
ized by major deviations from the
cardinal doctrine of biblical christ·
ianty." Some of the characterists
that he used to support
the definition were: cults teach a
new truth. They have non-biblical
source or authority. 1bey do not
teach the nature of God and the
Tt;inity. Some believe salvation
comes by works. They teach

''Home of the New J's' ·
16888 Baseline Ave.
Fontana, CA 92335
(714) 829-0777

Early Morning Worship
Bible Study
Morning Worship
Evening Worship .

8:00A.M.
9:40A.M.
11:00A.M.
' 6:30P.M.

Come lift up Jesus with us and see why 1,500 people
attend and register during our weekly sen,icd-

"Bible School for new members and ministers"
Pastors: ·or. & Sister Jerry Louder
New Jerusalem Foursquare Church
6476 Streeter Ave.
Riverside, CA 92504
(714) 359-0208

Where JESUS. IS LORD
Charles E. Singelton, Pastor

Church of Scientologi
Mission of Sunnyslope
Be the best you can possibly be.

Find out more about Scientotog~plritual counseling
and training.

Sunday Worship Service-11:00am
Sunday School·9:30am
Vesper Service-7:30pm
Prayer-7:OOpm
Wednesday Bible Study•7:00pm

1 p.m. to 10:3Op.m. Weekdays
10 a.m. to4 p.m. Saturdays
3763 Arlington Ave.
Riverside, CA
(714) 686-2079
(I)

St. Mark Church ·of God In Christ
Sunday School. .............. . . ... 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship ........ . ........ 11 :30 a.m.
Tuesday Morning Bible Band ..... . . 10:00 a.m.
Friday Evening Bible Study.. .... . .. . 7:30 p.m.
Pastor M.T. Anderson
2591 Rubidoux Blvd.
Rubidoux, California
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~ fcn:d with a pLn'Chase of any of _the items listed, ~ have t\J.Qq,tions:

:1.You May Pay C'.ash 2.You May Trade Goods or Services
of the large capital outlay in goods ·'.:. tq:, notch exe::utive, Chief Exocuttve
· · If you ch~se to trade, enable yourself to make that purchase
such as, letterheads, stationery,
Officei:, Jim Guerra. Guerra has
at your own mventory acuisitic>n or time cost saving you money!!
business cards, maintenence of the
been studying the market's pot~tial
buliding as ~ell as equipment .·. and says it is phenomenal what
Are Yo~ Presently ·spending
on
needed. Several new businesses
is possible in the Inland Empire.
REALESTATE
have not only gotten off the ground
They will be extending into new
ACCOUNTING .
HANDYMAN
RECREATION
but have even doubled or i!ipled
areas, providing barter consultant
HAULING
ADVERTISING
REFRIGERATORS
their business because of referrals • services to industry, small and
RESTAURANTS
AIR CONDmONING REPAIRS HEALTH CLUBS ~PAS
through the trade club.
large, and providing services for
Continental
HEAL
TH
PRODUCTS
However, trading is not for
commercial Industry. Additionally
ALARM SYSTEMS
Deli
everyone. It takes patience, bethey plan to set-up barter satellite
HOTELS & MOTELS
ALTERATIONS
Pizza
cause some items haw to be located,
units in smaller communities.
INSURANCE
Sandwiches
AMWAY PRODUCTS
flexibility, because you must be
The most immediate need is
Fast Foods
willing to accept alternatives and
for people; Exchange Concepts
INVESTMENTS
COUNSELING
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SECURITY SYSTEMS
creativity to make the system
members who are in locations al·JANITOR
ARlWORK
SEWING MACHINES
work.
ready to increase the · trade base
JEWELRY
SEMINARS
ATTORNEYS
The trade dollars are not
and new Account Executives to
SHOES
KEYS&LOCKS
limited to business expenses,
work in the new areas, enrolling
AUTOMOBII..E
SIGNS
members can use them to fix-up
new accounts.
LANDSCAPING
Body
Work
SKIN CARE PRODUCTS
and even butld a new home.
To become a member of
LAWN CARE SERVICES:.
SPEAKERS STEREO
Mechanic
Unique ways of trading are
Exchange Concepts a $250
SPEED READING
LOCKSMITH
·
on the horizon joining the already
deposit is required to open a trade
Parts
SPORTS APPAREL
innovative ways to use the Exaccount. The one time payment
MACHINE SHOP
Radiator Repair
STORAGE
But Kevin Gallagler, President
change. Some business owners
of $250 will be credited to the
MANICURES
STEEL & SUPPLIES
Transmission Repair
and Director of Exchange
are using the exchange as a part
account and trading can begin.
TAX PREPARATION
MINA
TURE
GOLF
r
t
s
(E
C
)
"the
trade
of
an
employee
benefit
plan.
The
trade
service
fee
is
10a.
Used Car Sales
"""".._..,
. . , says,
10
TELEVISION REPAIR
exchange increases the quality of
Exchange Concepts has formed
when a business spends credit.
MODELINGS
Upholstery
TRAva
AGENCY
life." He says the primacy focus
an association to allow members
"Dollars can't buy much anyMOVERS
TRAII..ER
RENTAL
BARBERS
of E.C. is to help business owners - to buy health insurance at a group
more, barter brings back real
TOURS
MOTORCYCLE
PARTS
generate new customers and
rate.
value of your goods and services,
BEAUTY SALONS
1TIU INSURANCE
conserve their cash by trading for
They are now planning comincreasing worth and making a lot
NATURAL FOODS
BEDROOM FURNITURE
TOWING
products or services for which they
mercial trading with companies
of new friends,w said Gallagher.
NUTRITIONAL COUNSELING
TREE
SERVICE
BICYCLES
are now spending cash.
who have surplus goods, with
Article by
WTORING
OPTOMETRISTS
The system is as old as man,
farmers who have surplus produce
Cheryl Brown
Sales
TUXEDO RENTALS
In the 17th century, tuition at
to trade a nd with non-profit
Black Voice News
ORNAMENTAL IRON
Repairs
TYPESETTING
Harvard College could be paid with
organizations who want to work
PEST CONTROL
UPHOLSTERY
with
Exchange
Concepts.
Do
you
ive
near
BOOKKEEPING
cows. More recently, Inc. magazine
VETERINARIANS
PERMANENTS
reports, the University of Detroit
Kevin found that business
PALM SPRINGS
CABINETS
VIDEO RENTAL
has joined a formal barter ex- owners had personal items to sell
CARPENTRY
VACUUM CLEANERS
change. They exchange sports
so he developed Exchange
ALTA LOMA
WATCHES
New
tickets, seminar fees, part time
Concepts classified which lists
CUCAMONGA
WATERBEDS
admissions, even the cost of an
those items free in the monthly
ONTARIO
Remodeling
WEDDING SERVICES
entire tuition for such operating
newsletter and statement.
CHINO
CARPETS
WEIGHT
CONTROL
needs as vehicles and air conBecause the formal trading
WElDING
Cleaners
clttoning.
concept is new, one must change
POMONA
WINDOW COVERINGS
It used to be that bartering their thinking in this cashless
SAN JACINTO
Repair
WOODWORK
was on a one-to-one basis and economy. For maximum effectiveHEMET
CATERERS
YARD & GARDEN SUPPLIES
in business today it continues.
ness Exchange Concepts Is offerCHIROPRACTORS
However, formal barter or trade ing monthly seminars to show
LAKEVIEW
uses an organization which is set
people how to use the exchange.
NlJEVO
CHil.DCARE
up like a bank with one exception:
At Christmas a trade show Is
FONTANA
CLEANING AIDS
the trade dollars have already been held; last year $60,000 worth of
. CLOTHING
deposited. This is called debit merchandise was traded.
RIALTO
banking. a new way of thinking.
Exchange Concepts has
BLOOMINGTON
CONCRETE WORK
- The bank then keeps record of been In business for 3 years
COLTON
deposits and withdrawals of goods and grew from the smallest to
CONTRACTORS -.. WE ENABLE YOU TO BUY A VARIETY
and services rather than cash the largest exchange of the reSAN BERNARDINO
Heattng
,OF PRODUCTS OH SERVICES
and sends a monthly statement maining two exchanges in the
HIGHLAND
Plumbing
,of transaction. It also serves as a Inland Empire. Its goal is to
MENTONE
Electrician
broker or sales agent, finding
be the largest independent trade
Exchange
HAIR CARE
Cl.lStaners fa- members and clients' club in the country, and within
LOMA LINDA
Insulation
MANICURE
products.
two years to saturate the Inland
REDLANDS
Lighting
JEWELRY
Concepts
Empire with over 2,000 members.
SlJNNYMEAD
Window & Glass
DRY CLEANER
The new trade ~ extremely
To do that he has re-organized
organized
well for new businesses because
BIG BEAR
Masonry
the
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mpl.anyillland br,1ouligh
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bartering
rARROWHEAD
Painter
Being a member of a trade
~change means you may have to
wear Nikes when you don't have
the cash to buy a $5.00 pair
)f tennis shoes or driving a Ford
11nstead of a Chevrolet, or trying
to live down the neighbor's talk
of how rich you are.
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Account Executive
Employment
(714) 370-3443

find out why

Trucking

Topsoil
DANCE INSTRUCTORS
DENTISTS
DRAPERIES

GRAPHIC DESIGN
BLUE PRINTS
BUS. CARDS

FORMS

DRY CLEANERS
DOCTORS
EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
ENTERTAINMENT ·

EQUIPMENT RENTAL
· RREPLACE EQUIPMENT
FLORISTS

means big business
for small businesses.
How to increase your personal
or company purchasing power

FURNITURE

How to successfully barter for prod~cts
services, vacations and other avatlable
resources

GARDENING
GIFT STORES
GRAPHIC DESIGN

Benefits
· WE BRING YOU BUSINESS
-WE CONSERVE YOUR CASH
-WE GENERATE ADDmONAL CASH
BUSINESS FORYOU .
__ ..
-ALL BOOKKEEPING IS DONE BY THE
EXCHANGE
- YOU RECEIVE FREE ADVERTISING
-WE INCREASE YOUR SOCIAL CONTACT
Barte1 was the only
form of exchange before
money

Barter
Auction

September

Goods & services were
exchanged regularly
when money was in
short supply

~f. f

~J;/

ontact our office .
(714) 310-3443

· { 1 Exchange Concepts·
/ rJ Innovative Trading
; ] j Mountain View Plaza
· ~ 11255 Mt. View Ave., Suite C
,: rtoma Linda, Calif. 92354

...

Today barter is an important
and profitable alternative

' ..
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Sports/Entertainment News
San Bernardino
Of NAACP Black
Dollar Days

Actress Linda Griffin to
Be Featured On Hills
Street Blues
"It pays to be versatile," says
young actress Llnda Griffin, who
- has just finished filming an episode
for Hill Street Blues, in which she
plays a street walker. He next
role will be a spinster shcool mann
In "Topsy, or Sorry About That,
Harriet," a new musical. She was
recently acclaimed for her starring
role -- as the minster, Sister Margaret •· in James Baldwin's "The
Amen Comer" and she has also
starred as the nun In "The Sound
of Music" at Jones Beach Theater
In New York.
Unda taped the Hill Street
Blues show this month and it
will air when the new season begins in September. The episode
is entitled, ~ . Hold the Pickle."
Llnda also has a major role
in "Topsy," a new musical written
by Quint Benedetti, which opens
October 25 at the Pilot Theater In
Hollywood, featuring an all-Black
cast, in white face. Unda's role
as Simone, a young Southern
belle spinster, will show off her
singing and dancing as well as
her comedic talents.
Llnda is no stranger to show
business. She won a dance scholarship to the Dance Theater of
Harlem and also worked with
Alvin Ailey's Company. Then she
was cast in the motion picture,
"'The Wiz," Broadway's "Purlie,"
"Don't Bother Me, I Can't Cope"
and was featured in the role of
Sally in the European tour of
"Carmen Jones."
She toured the U.S. with
Sammy Davis Jr. in "Stop the
World (I Want to Get Off)" and

Morsell Johnson the President
of the San Bernardino Branch of
the NAACP welcomes l,,Ol1 to Black
Dollar Days, September 1-8, 1984.
We are requesting for all Blacks
to obtain the specially marked and
collectiable items of the $2.00
bills and Susan B. Anthony coins.
In comparison to the olympic
coins supporting and commemorating the 1984 Olympics, our
$2.00 bills and Susan B. Anthony
coins can do the same for
Black Dollar Days.
Black Dollar 'Days is a campaign backed by the NAACP
nationwide. You the consumers
are to purchase good with the
$2.00 bills and coins during the
week of September 1st through
the 8th. The places were you
can change your money Into the

he had three words to describe
her, "Talented. Dynamic. Exceptional."
But even this talented young.
actress has had her ups and cbMis.
While touring with Davis in San
Diego, she almost lost her role,
Llnda says, when she fell down
two flights of stairs in rehearsal
and badly sprained her ankle.
"I thought rd had it for a couple
of weeks, and that they'd get rid
of me in the show." Then she got
some Dianetics counselling from
a fellow performer, and the soreness and swelling rapidly went
down. She was able to dance the

next day, her foot healed, and she
kept on with the tour.
"I was really amazed at the
results, as I had tried everything
and I was prety cynical," Unda
said. Linda has pursuoo her studies
of Dianetics, as described in the
book DIANETICS: The Modem
Science of Mental Health, by L.
Ron Hubbard, and reports that it
has continued to help her with
her confidence as a performer and
with her good feelings about herself. She Is happily married and
lives in Hollywood.
Besides acting, Llnda loves
cooking and just talking with
people. The· outgoing, energetic
fonner likes to help out people
on the set who have problems
or who just want to improve their
lives. "I've found L. Ron Hubbard's
techniques applicable to any life
situation, It's rewarding to know
you can go into an area no matter
how weird It is and sort it out."

t
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24760 Sunnymead Blvd., Suite 104 (near Perris Blvd.)
Plaza Del Sol Shopping Center
(714) 656-3414
Open Mon.-Fri. 9:00 AM to 5:30 PM Sat. 9:00 AM-2:00 PM
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CHILDREN OF
THE CORN IBl
IARGAIN NIGHT MON, OHi.
5.00 PER CARLOAD

CLINT EASTWOOD
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CO-HIT!

"SUDDEN IMPACT"
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BARGAIN NIGHT MON. ONL
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RIVERSIDE
d060 MAGNOLIA
Bet. Ju rupa &
Elizabeth

Hourt: 7 Day• A Week
11-1 a.m. Fri. I Sal.
11•11 p.m. Sun.•Thurs.

PHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED FOR
EAT IN OR TAKE OUT

'
''
t

&
t
t_ - -~~=~~:.!.9!!, _ - _f
COUPON NOT GOOO WITH OTHER DISCOUNTS
GOOD O NLY AT REGULAR PRICES

----~---------~-----~I
The Curl Factory
7

"MEATBALLSPARTII"

~,~

RIVERSIDE'S #l UNISEX

BEAUTY SALON

(Formerly Creative Hair Design)

CO-Hilt

The 4ersona{ Touch
Summer Hair Help
Program

Steven Spielberg's

"GREMLINS" fQJ

Manicurist
Applications now being
accepted for Manicurist
will help build cllentel and
will train for Egyptian Linen
Method.
Call Luella It (714) 68U126
Personal Touch Complex

Is your hair dry, brittle, and
lifeless? Call now and make
your appointment for your
Personal Touch rejuvination.
Special for July / August
On curls .. . ... .. .. $40.00
On relaxers ....... . $55.00
(includes set or blow-dry)

RUBIDOUX

RUBIDOUX 1
.---------5,00 I'll C.ULOAD
IVllf NIGHT . I XCEPT WID.
WIDNISDAYSONLf
1.00 PH ADULT

"RED !PG-,31
DAWN"
2ND HITI

"WAR GAMES" ~
3RD HIT!

[BJ

"LONE WOLF McQUADE"
NOW OPINI

RUBIDOUX 2
5.00 PH CARLOAD

Egyptian Linen Material used
durable with less maintence.

I

:;:',~~

MISSION AT OPAL
PH. 683-44SS

Egyptian Linen Nails
Training Centre
conducted by
Lucille Lussier
For information call 683-6126
for one free nail

'

M RY NIGHT • U CIPT W1D
WEDNESDATS ONLT
1.00l'ERADUlT

TO DISCOVER THE BEAUTIFUL YOU

Back to School Savings

CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT '!ODAY

2ND HIT! fiil
"SHOULD ASCHOOL GI~ TELL"

THEPERSONAL ToucH

"SCHOOL GIRL HITCHHIKER"

3RD HIT!

I
I

Curls

.$33.50 $28.50

I
I

adults 17 and under

Relaxers

$31.50 $26.50

(NEXT TO THE LUCKY GREEK RESTAURANT)

I
I

OPEN TUES. - SAT. 10AM - 6PM
P HONE:

Haircuts

$7.00 $5.00

S(JNOAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNE$P-'Y

Mom,ng Oriya • rock.

Time

0

O
.
:.:,.
Id

Good~~Sept~~98~-- - - - - J
Buelna, Opportunity
H I S I
a r ty l1t·Recept1onlst
Manager
Wanted

I ~
I

Hours

Monday thru Saturday - 9am, to 7pm.

I

James Jackson
Owner & Hair Stylist

._ __ j I

Radio
Canida

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

Longhorn
Radio

Polka
Showe-

·

waya or 10ul

Radio

Radio

Radio

S- n

Nederland

Espano

Rogga,

Folk and Bluegrass

Super
Soul
Wttk•nd

Communlly
Baptist

JaU i n ti.. Afternoon

300-t:00 Pm.

I

I1

Rtfl"coons

Afternoon Oroya • rocil.

waya or soul

1--- --+----....----.------.----.......------1
6:00-1,00 p.m.
1:00-9,00 p.m.

R•ality
J oh
Radio

(Roggatl

In Conc•rt

Radio

N9dtr1111d

Oautacht
Wtlla

Supor
Soul
Wttkond

Claliea in the Evening

,:00-10:00p.m.

792-0951 ~,~o:.;;;.:00~:2:
:00~.;;;;,
.;;;,:;m._+-,_-_ -_ -_ -..:.:.-::::;...:.:.
* L.....;;.-:.;;;.-._-_-_-. .,...,
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683-9965
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:
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©
Gospel

Muot Bring Coupon
f~r First time cllentel Only

[jj]

2730 University Ave.

I
I

adults 17 and under

l--------------- --

fQ]

1EDWASS

II

10509 Hole Ave.

"SHEENA"
TANYA ROBERTS

. .

359-8849
Riverside, CA 92505

l

C.H.U.D.

(Ca•iWs& - - . WlrptlN. lwllws)

o'~r, .
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GOOD ONLY AT:

t

ARMY RESERVE.

I
I

•

0 198 Do,wy Labomor,e1, Dm110t1 of
Sando: , Inc . Lincoln. Ntbr.uU ~SOI

VAN BUREN 2

EQUAL VALUE OR LESS

f 584-4162

MEETIDDAY'S

I

Theatre Guide

NO
CHARGE
FOR
OUR
PROFESSIONAL DOMESTIC &
INTERNATIONAL · TRAVEL AR•
RANGEMENTS

FREE

t
t

t
f
t
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Triaminic®Syrup
Triaminicin® Tablets
or
Triaminic-12® Tablets
For Allergy Relief
~at's nothing to
sneeze at.

To anywhere in the world . Ticket
Agency for Amtrak.
_
Commercial Accounts Auto Rental
Airport Van Service (Door to Door)

IUY ONE - GIT ONE

t
t
t

I

The median income of U.S. households grew from around
$10,000 in 1970 to some $16,000 in 1977. Afte r inflation
and taxes, actual purchasing power remained about the
same.

• CRUISES • TOURS
• AIRLINE TICKETS

I _~iz~~ ~fta!!t;
t

I

Riverside, C~lif . 92502

r--~ - - ---:,

The Army Re~erYe pays you
over S1.500 the fi rst year for workmg just one weekend a monthright
near home. plus some sum mer
training. You learn a valuable job
skill. And the money could help
you buy some of the things you
need. Or you can put those paychecks away toward a l'acation or
some other "extra:· Call your Army
Reserl'e representat ive. in the
Yellow Pages under "Recruiting:·

I
I

T9191B

P.O. Bo~ 1581

Don't Forget
Black$ Days

Black Dollar Days
Support It

EXTRA INCOME
MEANS EXTRA
BUYING POWER.

aa.AGE

sentimental value of the $2.00
bills and Susan B. Anthony coins
are at your local and neighborhood
banks, businesses, and churches.
To receive information specifically
on which places to exchange your
money, call San Bernardino
Branch of the NAACP at (714)
887-9937.
Let's look on the other side
of the coin-the Black businessman
and minority business. Not only
should we buy from big businesses
during the Black Dollar Days Wld<,
but also make a conscious effort
to support black businesses. In
<m?J" fa- Black businesses to Ollate
jobs and deliver quality service,
they first must receive adequate
consumer support especially from
Blacks. If we come together and
unite with participation and concern, in the future everyday can
become Black Dollar Days.

-;=-=--_..-i.:-_,-. ,--::..-._-_-,_;-_-_--=--=--=--_,'"T'.,.-._-::;;.-c:..:.--;,.;;.-.;.;.--t;...
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ISOTONIC

,: BUFFER

at your local Pharmacy

.

..
Essence magazines, now on sale,
which will carry the Homecookin'
Cookfest promotion, plus cents-off
coupons on all of the sponsoring
products (a new program feature).
Although the Homecookin'
Cookfest is designed to showcase the <;:ullnary talents of Black
consumers, It ~ open to all.
This year's produt\ .ponsorship
includes: Campbell's Condensed
Cream of Chicken Soup; Campbell's Condensed Chicken wita
Rice Soup; Campbells Condensed
Chicken NoodleO's; Fbida Grape-

Enter the Homecookin 'Cookfest
CHICAGO-·The Homecookin'
Cookfest, the highly acclaimed,
special recipe contest, geared
primarily to the Black consumer
segment, will make it national
debut this September. Previously,
the promotion had been confined
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to 7 midwestem states (lliinois,
Indiana, Louisiana, Michigan,
Missouri, Ohio and Wisconsin).
Do your friends and FAMILY
RAVE ABOUT YOUR GOOD
HOMECOOKIN? Well, now you
can turn your skills Into delectable

cash. Consumers entering the contest, effective September 1st thru
· November 30th, will have the
oppcxtunity to vie for CNel $39,(XX)
in cash and prize merchandise.
So... be sure to get a copy of
~tember issues of Ebony and

SUPER
SAVER

must be used in each recipe entered, and you must submit proof.
of-purchase.
This year, there are three (3)
separate contest categories: Main
Dishes; Side Dishes (which includes
Salads and Vegetables); Snacks
&Desserts (which includes Appetizers, Drinks, Soups and Breads).
The first, second, third and fourth
place cash prize awards, for each
category, are: $3,000; $2,000;
$1,000; and $500, respectively.
In addition, -there is a whopping
$15,000 Grand Prize for the over-

the Grand Prize winner can win
a maximum of $18,000 in cash.
For additional contest details, be
sure to get a copy of the Sept•
ember issues of Ebony and Esserce
magazines or send a self-addressed,
stamped envelope to: Homecookin'
Cookfest, c/o Empak Enterprises,
Inc., 520 N. Michigan Ave., Suite
1004, Chicago, ll 60611. And,
good luck on your entries.
Shop at Super Saver with
tt-BWe or Susan B. $1 ,00
coins
·

1StPERSAVi'R~MA1iw
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PRICES EFFECTIVE 8-29 TO 9-4-84

LOWEST OVERALL MEAT PRICES IN RIVERSIDE!
HOLE BODY
FRYERS
limit 4
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to limit quantitias &
correct printing errors.

We Sell
Travelers hpress
Money Orders

Prices Effective

7 Days A Week

614-1252
OPIN 7 DAYS A WIC.
8 · 10 P.M.
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GROCERY
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Cool down the kids with some tasty Easy Snow
Cones-made quick 'n easy- with KOOL-AID.~
Make one flavor or a whole rainbow of coolness.
Just follow the recipe below. It will bring joy to your ~
family's taste buds! And Y,OU? You take a lick of
~
your kids' cones and you II k_
now- ~~neral Foods __ _
quality always tastes downnght delicious. C 1984 Gene<aJFoodsCo<porat,on
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3 scoops (about % cup) KOOL-AID -~
Sugar-Sweetened Soft Drink Mix, any flavor
1/2 cup water
shaved ice, lots of it
Combine soft drink mix and water in non-metal
bowl or container; stir until soft drink mix is
dissolved. Pour over shaved ice.
Makes 1 cup syrup.
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BOOTH'S GIN
12/ 120z.

s44•

750 Ml.
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Community
Calendar

Education/Community News

Riverside Certified
Farmers Market To

Moreno Valley News

Move
by Charles Ledbetter

Praise the Lord "we went to
find ourselves, and returned aware
of who we are, -and with plans
to promote a Chapel Program that
will reach everyone: I attended a
religious workshop at the "Divine
Word Retreat Center In Riverside
25th of Aug., members of the
Pr0testant Chapel program met
to seek God's help In bringing
an outstanding religious program
to the military and retlmee personnel
who reside n the March AFB area.
The main points discussed were
1. Outreach: Of primary concern
personnel who did not have a
"Church Home" in the local area.
2. Involvement: We discussed the
need for members of the con. gregation to become actively In·
volved in the services. (I am lookIng for more "Lay Readers" for the
1100 Hrs. service). 3. Growth:
We talked about visiting the barracks and housing areas so we
can talk to personnel about christianlty and church Involvement.
We also talked about the relaxed
and friendly attitudes, we display
In our services. We would like
.to know how to get people away
from the T.V. sets and Into the

Joan Wurm, manager of the
new Inland Certified Farmers'
Market in Riverside, announced.today that the market is moving
to Sears parking lot on Arlington ·
Avenue, near the caner of Straeter.
The grand opening at the - new
location was held August 23,' at
9 A.M. The market provides an
opportunity for the public to buy
fresh produce direct from the ·
fanner. There will be available ·
free booklets on canning, freezing,
making jams and jellies and nutrl-tlon, and free balloons for -the -

church.
I had the opportunity to meet
a ve,y mgaging and dedicated man
while I was there, his name Is
Brother Webb Viscent, he Is very
active at the word Retreat Center,
Wedding Bells: Carla Bruner
(My daug,ter) and Wdliam 1lnnas
were joined In Holy Matrimony
on August 18, 1984 at Norton
AFB Chapel. Willis is stationed at
Norton AFB.
I Interviewed Charles one of
Carla's children at a previous
marriage. I asked him; "Charles,
what impresed you most about
the wedding"? Charles replied
age 10, said; "When the Chaplain
said, I now pronounce you man
and wife".

TV Star to Appear
Derek Thompson of the soap

By Art Cook

Congratulations to our friend
Mrs. Willie Moses on her promotion.
Mrs. Moses has been promoted to Food Service Supervisor
for the Elementary School District. .
During her tenure as Food Service
Worker Willie attended classes at
local colleges along with numerous
conventlous and seminars. The
additional training which she acquired in her spare time was
instrumental in her acquisition of
instructor credentials and other
Important certificates and licenses
relating to food service. She also
acquired a Real Estate license.
The school district adminis·
trators made a wise decision In
their selection of this experienced,
active and dedicated lady for
the position.
This summer there seems to
be a bumper crop of fleas In
many county areas including
Perris. Several people have told
_ me of extreme difficulty in destroy-

Riverside County's
Only Black Paper
WG1lCI

•

S12. 00 per y_ear

NAME _ _ _ _ __ __ _

Ing these pesky critters.
One impa'tant step often OJer·

looked is the disposal of vaccum
bags .after spraying carpets with
Insecticide sprays.
I SIJ!D!St that instead of tossing
the open bag Into the trash can,
without sealing It, try the following
method.
Since the SJrc}ys do not always
destroy flea eggs, drop a small
piece of shell or other brand nopest strip Into the vaccum bag
their seal It prior to disposal. The
strip will kill any critters that
hatch In the bag, thereby preventing them from hitching a ride
back to the house. If you have
house pets such as dogs and cats
don't forget to delouse them also
when you spray the carpet. There
are several good pet shampoos
designed for killing fleas and ticks.
If you still have problems you
may call the Dept. of Agriculture
for additional Information.

• '-.- :· > ......... ..,,.

Subscribe Today
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6 "LE8 & PROPER TY M A N AGEM E N T
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(7 14) 3e9- 8 13 4 , .

OFFICE HOURS
Mon, Tun &SIi 10-3 . : Thura.-Frt. 1:S p.111.
- Wed. Closed
10..m.-3 p.m.
•
.
f
.
Call (714) 887-9837
Alter HOUl'I call: (714) 875-5880
1800 Western A,enue
· Sulte403
San Bernardino, CA 92411
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Sickle Cell Organization ;

·e

A.United Way Agency
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C A RS YOU CAN DEPEN D O N '
SAL ES a SER V I CE

See 8111 for a Real Deal
WI LLIA M D . DRAKE.

Bridge Tournament
Six-thousand contract bridge
players from across the United
States are expected to participate
In the six-day American Contract
Bridge League Tournament, September 11-16, 1984 in Ben H.
Lewis Hall at Raincross Square
in Riverside. The tournament officially opens Monday, September
10, 1984 with a charity game to
benefit the Society for Prevention
of Child Abuse. For additolnal
Information contact Jean Uttle at
(714) 792-8648.
Community Calendar News
is welcomed for events. Please
allow at least 3 weeks lead time
for your event. Send the lnfor·
mation to P.O. Box 1581,
Riverside, CA 92502. Everyone

Is welcome to send in the news
and we keep you informed
about the community.

Triaminic® Syrup
Triaminicin®Tablets
or
Triaminic-12® Tablets

For Allergy Relief
that's nothing to
sneeze at.
• Do™'' LJ,homor its, Dw11ion of
S2ndo:. Inc . Lincoln. !',ithr:ub M S.JI

,C 198

,I

( ) ~#efi/<£111
J µpe/a11cP

l!Jt,olr~rfla/ z~r

For Appointment Call 65 7-7204
• CHILD REN
• COMMERCIAL
• WEDDINGS

• FAMI LY GROUPS
• GRADUATES
• ADULTS

CAMERON nsH fl PONDS
LANDSCAPING
Custom Koi Ponds & Tank Const
S.alt WaterTank Set Up
Fountains, Waterfalls .
Water Lilies. Hyacinths. Plants
Fish and Suppries

OWN""

683-5250 .

MISSION BLV D.

RIVERS IDE . CA 92509

NE W CARS A TRUC(S
A VAN 'S

LEA.SE ALL

714 684-9271

Bill's ·USED CARS
15326

MA KES & .,OOHS

Give to the

-~

4145 PARK AVENUE
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507

ESSIE'S
HOUSE OF BEAUTY

0a

Ear· , Nose· and Throat
Surgery and Medicine

".£putal.utn9 tn dl-ll g:,ku of d/ai""
RIVE R S IDE, CA 92507

M E fri4

·Uoyd G. White, M.D.

CJina' ~ d ta.'l. Li9ht !Brouty d a/..on
1!53!5 U N IVERS I TY AVE.

653-1136

. P.O . B O X 4e2
S UNNYMe:Ap. C ... 9 23B 8

:,

I

Investment, Inc.

· Barber Styling

I
I

,.

Multiple Realty &

<Df cJl.ai't

443.

0,mmunlt,, B,ulneu Dlret!Mr,, .

(HUTCH) HUTCHERSON

9 o'th£ii

24 hour Tum-A-Round-Dunes,
Sands, Sassy Sally's and Neveda
Club Casino's. $10.00 Donation.
Bus leaves Saturday, September
15th, at 8:00 AM. returns &may,
September 16th approximately
3:00 A.M. Make checks payable
to: Brown Bag Program. There
will be no refunds. Fa Reservations:
Catholic Charities, 1427 N. La
Cadena Drive, Colton, CA 92324,
(714) 370-0800.
Registration deadline - Friday,
September 7, 1984.

The San Bernardino Community Hospital is sponsoring
"Health Plus '84", a major health
and fitness fair, on Saturday, September 29, 1984 from 10:00 a.m.
. to 6:00 p.m. The fair will be
held on The Hospital grounds at
1500 West Seventeenth Street.
For more Information, please call
The San Bemaridno Community
Hospital at 887-6333, Extension

.-

C

Ask For Renee

Las Vegas Trip
Saturday, September 15, 1984

S.8. Hospital Health Fair

"Fifty Years of Giving in Riverside" is the theme of the United
Way Charity Drive Kick-Off Luncheon on Tuesday, September
11, 1984 at 11:30 a.m. On hand
to kick off the 50th fund-raising
season will be several players
fro the Los Angeles Raiders foot·
ball team. Luncheon admission
is $7.00. Tickets will be available through September 5, 1984
at the United Way office. For additional Information contact Terr!
Lau at (714) 686-4891.

CITY _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _

ST ATE _ _ _ _ zIP.______

less" will appear with other celemtly !J)E!Sts 00 Sunday, September
2, 1984 at 9:00 p.m. at the
"Celebrity Throw-Down Dance
Extravaganza" in Ben H. Lewis
Hall at Raincross Square In Riverside. Disc Jockey "Jammer" Marshall will host the Teddybear Prodoctions danc2 party. Admissioo Is
$4.00 before 9:30 p.m. and $6.00
thereafter. For additonal infonnation contact Charles Marshall or
Lewis Vandenburg at (714) 7873421.

Registration is now open for
fall courses at the University of
California, Riverside, Extension.
Beginning September 17 , the
session of approximately 150
· classes is open to the public and
includes credit and noncredit
classes, one-day seminars and
special programs in the areas of
business and management, computers, education, health services
and general interest.
A catalog of classes is available at no charge at the Extension
office in the Administration Building on campus or by calling
714-787-4105 or toll-free BOO~
442-4990. Course registration can
be completed over the phone with
Visa or MasterCard.

United Way Kickoff

STREET _ __ __ _ _ __

Don't Forget
Black$Days

10 Year Reunion
Riverside Poly High School
Oass of 1974 will hold a 10year reunion dinner/dance In Ben
H. Lewis Hall at Raincross Square
In Riverside on Saturday, September 1, 1984 at 6:30 p.m. For
additional Information contact
Dmna Lugnbill at (714) 7ro-1258.

opera '7he Young and the Rest-

TO

P.O. Box 1581
Riverside. CAiif. 92502

are

Oklahoma Charity & Social
Club are sponsoring their annual
Scholarship Raffle & Picnic at
Ladera Park in Los Angeles on
Monday, September 3, 1984 at
2:00 p.m. bring your picnic basket
and !J'eet your old friends. for
further info call
887-6818.
Langsto,n University of Oklahoma Club are having a summer
ending let's dance Saturday, September 15, 1984, at Spat Windsor
Hills Patio, 4416 West Slauson,
Los Angeles, Ca. Casual dress/
Donation $5.00 B.Y.0.8. for tickets call (714) 887-6818.

Perris Panorama .

This is a marriage cemented
by love and devotion.
Credit Cards: The latest joke,
the use of credit cards.when I was
on the Moreno Valley Board of
Education, I refused to accept
one"
As you city Councilman I
will continue to demonstrate concern for public funds. A vote for
me is a vote for you!

•&AGK

ooe at Arrowhead Lanes on Orange
Show Road In San Bernartdno,

and one at Brunswick Lanes on
Magnolia Avenue in Riverside.
Inland Certified Famers' Markets
are sponsored by Congressman
Brown, the Greater Riverside
Chambers of Commerce and the
Inland Dietetic Association. The
markets
non~proflt and have
received funding from both the city
.and county of Riverside. Ms. Wurm
says the Riverside market has beeh
well-received, attracting many
shoppers looking for low-cost farm
· children.
_
products. The market is moving
A oomrnittee, aganlz.ed throogl _ because the property ovmers at
a "Nutritional Needs" conference Brunswk:k Lanes have insisted that
held b; ~sman Gage &o,,.,) It move during their negotiations
last year, has q,ened two markets; to sell the property.

Subscribe Today

'

School Registration

Picnic

.M. Carneron

(714) 787-0445

Homes - Offices • Churches
stripping - waxing • cleaning
upholstery

(!

Caro-Kleen Carpet Cleaning

CHINO ~

FORD

13101 CE NTRAL AVE_, CHINO. CA. 9 171 0
(7141 591-6471

&
Janitorial Services
"LET ME DO YOUR DIRTY WORK"
ELIJAH FRAZIER
688-3719

T. L. WOODS (LENNY)
President & General Manager

II
(

£ bony fl 'tE.it Y3wuty c:Saf.cn
6743 BROCKT ON
A IV E A S IOE, C A. 9 2501i
TU ES. - SAT. g· TO 6

Co'!!f'_!!f!, _ .,{jne _ ~e-up, Manicures & Fingerp,intin~

w"'_eare About~- Ha,r

J
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Classified Ads
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT

The following person (s) Is
The following person (a) Is
(are) doing business as:
(are) doing business as:
General Se!Vlces Speclalltles
Woodcrest Stationery
P.O. Box 1521
16781 Van Buren Suite A
Riverside, CA 92502
Riverside, CA 92504
2471 Orange Street
. Nancy Gale Davis
Riverside, CA 92501
18405 Henry Tur
PaulPhllbum
Perris, CA 92370
2471 Orange Street
Monica Lucia Salas
Riverside, CA 92501
18455 Garnder
This business Is conducted
Riverside, CA 92504
by an Individual
This business ls.conducted
S/Paul E. Phllbum
by a general partnership
Statement filed with the
SI Nancy G. Davis
County Clerk of Riverside
New Fictitious Business
County on date Indicated by
Name Statement
me stamp.
I hereby certify that this
I hereby certify that this copy
copy Is a correct copy of the
Is a correct copy of the
original statement on file In
original statement on flle In
my office.
my office.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
WILI.IAM E. CONERLY,
County Clerk
County Clerk
P/ 8/23, 8/30, 9/6, 9/13, 1984
FIie No. 84-4323
P/ 8/16, 8/23, 8/30, 9/6, 1984
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS .
NAME STATEMENT
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
The following parson (a) Is
NAME STATEMENT
(are) doing buslneaa 11:
Clean Tech
The following person (s) Is
7424 Mt. Vernon Suite G
(are) doing business as:
Riverside, CA 92504
John's Riverside Carwash
Robert J. Kizer
2100 N. University Ave.,
7424 Mt. Vernon Suite G
Riverside, 92507
Rlvertlde, CA 92504
John Rudolph Jarosz
Terry L. Robinett•
12300 Sherman Way
North Hollywood, CA 91605
no5 Dltmar
San Bernardino, CA 92410
This business Is conducted
Thia buatneaa Is conducted
by an lndlvldual
S/ John R. Jarosz
by a general partnership.
Statement filed with the
SITerry L. Robinette
Statement filed with the
county clerk of Riverside
County Clerk of Riverside
County on date Indicated by
County on date lndlcatld by
flle stamp.
I hereby certify that this
Ille
stamp above.
I hereby
certify that this
copy Is a correct copy of the
copy
Is
a
correct copy of
orlglnal statement on file
the orfglnal statement on
In my office.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
flleln my office.
County Clerk
WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
FIie No. 84-4233.
County Clerk
FIie No. 84-4274
P/ 8/2, 819, 8/16, 8123, 1984

P/ 8/9, 8116, 8/23, 8/30, 1984

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT

The following person (s) Is
(are) doing business as:
Creative Concepts ,
·743&Santa Rosa Way,
Riverside, CA 92504
Tommy Lee Lewis
7436Santa Rosa Way
Riverside, CA 92504
Dorothy H. Lewis
7436 Santa Rosa Way
Rlvtrtldt, CA 92504
This business Is conducted
by husband l Wife
STTommy L. Lewis
Statement flled with the

The following person (a) Is
(are) doing business aa:
Mr. Bernie's Soul Bar-B-Que
Sauce
7931 Palaona Way
Riverside, CA 92509
Bernice Alexander
7931 Palsona Way
Riverside, CA 92509
This bualneaa la conductld
by an Individual
SIBernlce Alexander
Statement flled with the
county clerk of Riverside

County Clertc of

County on date Indicated

Rlver•!d•

by flle ,tamp.
I hereby certify that this
copy la a correct copy of
the orlglnal statement on
file In my office.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
County Clerk
FIie No. 84-4834

County on date Indicated
by flle stamp above.
I hereby certify that this copy
11 a correct copy of the
orlglnal statement on flle
In my office.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
County Clerk
FIie No. 84-4478
Pl 8/16, 8123, 8130, 9/6, 1984

P/ 8130, 9/6, 9/13, 9/20, 1984
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A thin coating of glue is
better than a thick one.

Move up with the CA
Army National Guard.
Young people 17 thru
34 earn full time pay
with full time jobs
training. A good part
time paycheck awaits
you when trained.

Veterans call and ask
about a Try-One for
you. SFC J Hoover
684-1713.
The first office building in I

the world to contain an elevator was in New York
in 1869.
'

News Staff
PUBLISHER
Hardy Brown
Cheryl Brown

Editor
Qty Editor

Charles Ledbetter
Art Cook ·
Edward Jenkins ·
Nathan Lewis IJI
Ruthie Seldon
Ollie M. Gordon

Ira Gray
Charles Ledbetter
Ron El-Amin
John E. Jacobs
Dannielle Masterson

WASHINGTON CORRESPONDENT
James Powell
Religious Editor
Marvis Jacqulyn Simpson
Photographers
James Irving Butts III
Ron Harris
LeVonza Gray
-

CIRCULATION MM!AGERS
Dick Webster, Pomona
J .L. Bratton, Ontario
Norman Hull, Moreno Valley
SUBCRIPTION MANAGER
Paulette Brown
ACCOUNT MANAGER
Mrs. Lynn Lee
ART DEPARTMENT
Hardy Brown, Jr.

~\

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The followlng perton (a) Is
(are) doing Buslneaa as:
NerweMeter
8055 M~gnolla Ave.
Riverside, CA 92504
Terry Dunn
3502 Sidney Street
RI
Id CA 92503
vera Hardy
e,
James
8608 lndlana Ave.
Riverside, CA 92504
Terry Wade
8055 Magnolia Ave.
Riverside, CA 92504
Michael Zaret
4000 Pierce Street. No. 3
Riverside, CA 92505
This buslneaa Is conducted
by a general partnership
SITerry Wade
Thia atatement WII flied with
the County Cleltc of Riverside
County on date Indicated
by Ille stamp.
I hereby certify that this
copy Is a correct copy of
the original statement on
Ille In my office.
WILLILAM .E. CONERLY,
County Clerk
FIie No. 14-4701
P/ 8123, 8/30, 916, 9113, 1984

The following person (a) has
(have) withdrawn aa a
general partner from the
partnerthlp operating under
the fictitious business
name of ·
A.C.R. Management at
6326 W. Ml11lon Blvd.,
Riverside, CA.
The flctltloua bullnea name
statement for the partnership
was fllld on June 8, 1984
In the County of Rlveslde.
The full name and resident
If the person (a) withdrawing
II a partner:
Dr. Paul Kourt
13 Crest Rd.
Weal Rolling Hlls, CA 90274
Herbert Gordon Rudh
15478 Washington
Riverside, CA 92506
SIPaul Kouri
SIHerbert G. Rudh
Thia statement was flled
with the County Clerk of
Riverside County on date
lndlcalld by Ille stamp.
FIie No. 84-3279
P/ 8123, 8130, 9/6, 9/13, 1984

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT

The following person (a) Is
(are) doing buslne11 11:
Olympic Podiatry
6896 Magnolia Ave. Suite B
Riverside, CA 92506
Mark Sllen EUia DPM
3020 Yorba Linda Blvd.
No.K11
Fullerton, Ca 92631
This buslne11 la conducted
by an Individual
SIMar. S. EUia DPM
Statement fllld with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on dale lndlcatld
by flle stamp.
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the
ortglnal statement on flle
In my Office.
WILLIAM E.CONERLY,
County Cleltt
FlleNo.~
P/ 8/30, 9/6, 9/13, 9/ 21, 1984

Government

Jobs
$16,559 - $50,553/
year. Now Hiring.
Your Area. Call 805-

Raise S96, S192
or group with Wade's 2-Year Planning

Calendar

.,<'
~
1lil.

1n spirat1ona1 a nd p rac t ical fund

Graduation from high
schoo or equivalent.
Completion of a course
for instructional aides
highly desirable. Job
related experience wcmng
with higi school age youth
desirable, but not required.
Salary: $5.32 to $6.62
hourly, 10 month position
Application may be
obtained at the Indio
Branch Office, 47-336
Oasjs. Personnel, River·
side County Superintendent of Schools, 3958
12th Street, Riverside,
CA 92502. (714) 788·
666. An Equal Opportunity/Affinnative Action
Employer

687-6000 Ext. R-4659.

NUMEROLOGY
ASJDiO/
ft

J

or more for your church ,

,a ,ser 1 • Footp ri nts o"le ot the
most ao oea llng Ch ri stian ston e s
~
eve: written grac es t he cove r
-- ~
..
lns,de a com o1ete 198 5-86 c al- :-: ·.-,-·-:: ,~,.
endar w •th spac e t :,r appotnlmen1s etc by each date plus
e xtr a p ages for not es H andy 3 ½"
x 6 ½" pur se StZf? Protective vi nyl
cover
."P"'"'-' ~........_,...
Includes F RE E memo pact ·

Sell on Sight

fOf only $2.00
EARN EASY PROFITS!
• No risk
• Order on credit
• No i nvestment • Take up to 45 days t o pay

You never spend a penny ol your treasury's money!
Mail the coupon
for more i nformation
about Wade fund raisers.

~---------------------------

i' Anne Elizebeth Wede Company
t Ser vin g F und•A a 1s1ng G roups

! g;;t•6i;~M

Lynchburg Va 245 0 6.

: Please send me FRE E ,ntorma11on o n

_Yo_u_o_R_D_E_R~Y_O_U_E_AR_N_: ~: :. r:1~~ ,Z~1~g~~ : ~aise S96 $192 o'.
10 Dozen

$ 96

20Dozen

$192

50 Dozen

$480

P AI NT

N am e _ _ __

_ __

A ddress _ _ _ _ _ __

City _ _ _ state _

z,o - .

Phone I

Wade . .. helping groups fill

1
I

,Name of O rgan1zat1on _

_

_
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II

lheir
lreasuries
since
1913.
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CAPRICORN-December ment around the 2nd and
22-January 20
the 4th of September. The
Try not to be misguided number chosen for you this

by others during this period, week was the 2. AQUARpaniculary by members of IUS BORN: Constance
the opposite sex. Cosmical- Baker Motley, first Black
1Y, ·It would• be m
· your best worpap appointed to a
interest to wait past the federal judgeship. '
August 29-September 4, 1984
By LLOYD STRA YHORNweekend before doing PISCES-February 20• - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • a nything really important or March 20
long-range. Your number For all intents and purThe Tecumseh Curse
for the week is the Master poses, there is verv little
Part m of Four Parts
breakdowns-:-0r the unex- wind! It's J. ust a matter of SCORPIO BORN: \1mnie
.
Number 11. CAPRICORN cosmic activitv· h~verin"..
pected. Your number is 7. getting started. Your R.
b
.f
BORN:
Jean Toomer, early around you at this point~
I
Iperton, 1ate eauu u
dd
T
RIES
Once upon a time there A
BORN:
e Y number is 9. LI BRA Black songbird.
Black author.
Things might start to get
- the
as an Amen.can Indian Pende rgrass, f amous BORN: Suzette Charles, the SAGITI ARIUS-Novem- AQUARIUS-January 21- best of v_ou emotionally
amed Tecumseh, born in balladeer.
new :vtiss America for 1984. ber 22.December 21
February 19
however, around Sunday
1768. He was a famous TAURUS-April 21SCORPIO-October 22The
last
three
days
of
the
the
2nd. So try and keep a,·
It is safe to say that you
leader of the Shawnee In- May 20
~ovember 21
should have a very nice August month may not be balance. Tuesday looks indians who grew up in the
It looks as if the last two
The last two days of Augtoo pleasant. Be more pru- teresting fo r you. Use the 6·
· to bea memor- all
period
look and
forward
Northwest Territory, now days of this month will not ust promises
thistoweek
nextto, as dent in v.our dealings with PISCES BORN·. \1onte Ir:
known as Ohio and In- be favorable for anything
able one. It has to do well ... especially on the 30th, others .. However , you vin. former baseball star.
•
diana. Having as their mot- you may have in mind. But possibly with a big purchase
should see a lot of improvero "United for Freedom", the first several days of or an unexpected move in a 1st and 2nd of September.
·
September wi·11 be much more upwardly direction.
.
Whatever you want is simptheir purpose was to urute
all the Indians in that part of more acceptable, in com- The very start of the new ly yours for the asking! 5 is
Read the Voice &
arison. Tuesday the 4th
this week 's choice. SAGITthe territory against the P
month will begin slowly but
Spend $2 Bills
rapid takeover of tribal should be imere;ting, to say b T d
h
h h TARIUS BORN: Phyllis
-the least. Your \ii.aster Y ues ay' t e 4t ' 1 e
lands.
momentum should pick up. Wheatley, famous Black
Tecumseh's principal Number this week is 22. This week your number is 4 . poetess.
White opponent was TAURUS BORN: \1usician
General William Henry Ahmad Jamal.
Hamson, late Governor of GEMINI-May 21-June 20
the Indiana territory. It was
It's interesting that the
between 1802 and 1809 that two zodiac signs before you
Hamson secured 33 million trail off the old month on a
acres of Indian land north sour note. This, however, is
of Ohio. This act broke the not your case. But on the
peace treaties that the In- flip side of things, the stan
dian chiefs had signed, of September-especially
which led to direct confron- Saturday and Sunday, will
tation. In 18 I I, the battle of really seem like "the pits."
Tippecanoe was fought, Use the 3 as an aid. GEMwhich led to the Indians' de- !NI BORN: Barbara
feat. Tecumseh himself later Walker, NY radio producer.
died in the battle of 1812.
CANCER-June 21-July 21
This is the kind of week
The rumor, however,
where
you'll have to watch
goes that Tecumseh and his
your
P's
and Q's. It could
battle against high energy costs on
brother, who was conhave
something
to
do
with
sidered an oracle, placed a
two fronts: cash rebates and annual
-·
spell on the U.S. govern- relationships-biting off
energy
savings.
(Fbr
ment and, in particular, mo re than you can
example,a
Governor William Henry chew-or just plain moods.
hotwaterIn short, the transition from
Hamson.
the
old
to
the
new
month
is
saving
In 1840, Hamson became
the 9th President of the not good for new plans. Use
showerhead
U.S., and the first 10 die in the 8. CANCER BORN:
can
save
office. To this day, the Mary McLeod Bethune,
as much as
rights of Indian lands has founder of Bethune-Cookman
College
in
Florida.
$58ayear.)
not been settled. And to this
day, for over 140 years, the LEO-July 22-August 20
There are
Tecumseh curse, although 1 This Friday the 31st may
several
different
seem like Friday the 13th as
little known, has persisted.
,· ways to weatherWhat does this story have far as your luck is con,
ize your home.
cerned,
Staning
the
new
to do with Astrology and/or
month
on
Saturday,
you
.· And, depending on
Numerology? We'll see next
will see your affairs in a
week.
which combination
brighter light. Get your
· of them you do, your
ANNOUNCEMENT plans going on Tuesday. I is
· cash rebates can add
this week's choice. LEO
We are proud to announce the · BORN: Rev. Adam Clayton
·
up to as much as $456.
premiere issue of our "NUMBERS p
ll
f
Bl k
AND YOU" newslecrer. This bi- owe • Jr., amous ac
. So call the Southern
monthly publication is designed ro congressman from NY.
'
California Gas Company
be infonnal, educational as well as VIRGO-August 21add to your perronai growth and September 21
and find out more about
self-deveippment. Each issue will
From the looks of things,
our
Home Weatherization
feature your very own personal
monthly forecasr maring 10 carttr, an une~pecte<! turn for the
cash rebates or sou1HERN
CALIFORNIA
relations, health and the like, • better IS coming your way
NUMBERS AND YOU will be this Friday and Saturday.
low-interest
~

AND 'Uou
I,

WE'LL

WFATHERIZING YOUR
HOME AREWARDING
EXPERIENCE.

l

Art Cook

--

STATEMENT OF
WITHDRAWAL FROM
PARTNERSHIP
OPERATING UNDER
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME

INSTRUCTIONAL
AIDES
Teen Mother Program
Riverside
Deadline: 8/28/84

financing. It can
be a re;Varding
expenence.
1-800-352-4124.

published 6 times a year and will sell
for S7.50 ar newsstand price. However, on the 2nd day of
However, for a limited rime only, the new month it would be
. you can subscribe ar 2(11!• off the .
.
subscriprion price. Ju.st send a m your ~t interests to be
money order to: YAMA Publishing tactful wnh others. Tuesday
Company, Depr. N-136. Lincoln holds another nice surprise
1Starion, New York, NY JCXB 7.
for you. Select the nwnber

A ril 20 I. VIRGO BORN: John
Hanis, New York Psychic
From the look of things, Fair promoter.
the ~ days of Au~ ~ay LffiRA-September 22F"1 like ~ e roof IS cavm_g ·October 21
m, but as m all matters, this Astrologically the stars
is _temporary._ By sw:iday all are absolutely in, your favor
will seem nght with the this week. Fun and exciteworld. Sta~ on guard T~es- ment along with possible
. day, against mechartical,new beginnings for the new
month is definitely in the
.. nrrc

~March 21- P .

,.
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Perspectives, Opinions & Politics
THE BLACK VOICE NEWSPAPER

Rodents - rats, mice, beavers, chinchillas, etc. - are
the most numerous order
of mammals, with about
2,000 species distributed
all over the world.

Established February, 1973
Adjudicated. a legal newspaper of general circulation on July 8,
1974, case number 108890 by the Superior Court of Riverside
County.
BLACK VOICE is a weekly newspaper, published every thursday by Hardy Brown and Associates, P.O. Box 1581, Riverside,
California 92507. Telephone (714) 824-8884.
The Black Voices sells for 25 cents per copy. Subscription if
$12.00 per year. Out of state subscriptions are $15.00 per year.
The BLACK VOICE'S objective is to serve the entire commu·
nity.
News releases appearing in the BLACK VOICE do not neces·
sarily express the policy nor the opinion of the publishers.
The BLACK VOICE reserves the right to edit or rewrite all news
releases.
HARDY L. BROWN, Publisher

JULIAN BONO

RJ~L~J3§[PE
( ,-IAMC

I Want to be your

''Congressman George Brown Calls for Coordinated
Environmental Monitoring System
Rep. George E. Brown, Jr.
(D-CA), In a speech before the
Twentieth Annual Conference and
~ of the American Watli!l
Resources Association, called for
a coordinated environmental monitomlng system involving federal,
state and local governments and
the private sector and said he
was "dismayed by systematic administration efforts to reduce fund!

ing for environmental protection
I wonder," asked BfOIIJO,
"how much money the federal
government would have saved at
Love Canal or at Times Beach
with a modest investment in environmental monitoring?"
The Reagan Administration,
Brown said, "has demonstrated an
unsteady commitment to a national environmental monitoring efpt'O!J'amS.

fort." Brown noted that a comprehensive monitoring program
would "allow us to engage in
preventive strategies which are
more cost effective in the early
stages than likely larger federal
outlays in the future."
Brown ·noted recent instances
. of inadequate envirohmental monitoring that cost both the public
and the private sectors tens of

Black Farm
Population Drops
America's Black fann population, which has been
dropping steadily since 1920, showed a sharp drop
from 1970 to 1982. Blacks on fanns numbered only
179,000 In 1982 or 3 percent of 5,620,000 people IMng
on farms, according to a report issued by the Com·
men:e Department's Census Bureau and U.S. Departmentof Agriculture.
·
Since 1920, when the fann population was first
identl8ed separately, the proportion of all Blacks IMng
on fanns has dropped dramatically- from nearly 50
percent to 21 percent by mid-century and to 1 percent
l,v 1982.
·
The proportion of White Americans living on fanns
fd from 27 percent Jn 1920 to 3 percent in
1982.
Between 1970 and 1982, the Black fann popuation
dropped 71 percent while the White fann population fell
percmt. Factors related to the disproportionate drop

.

millons of dollars, citing the Stringfellow Acid Pits in Riverside,
California, as a problem created
by lack of monitoring. Stringfellow
Is a hazardous waste site slated
for cleanup under the federal
Superfund program. A recent
Congressional Office of Technology Assessment contractor report on Stringfellow released by
Brown found that the Stringfellow
site poses a threat, not only to
the relatively small community in
which it is located, but that a
nearby aquifer serving half a million
people is now threatened by the
contaminated plume of water traveling toward the aquifer. "Unfortunately," Brown noted, "the
aquifer is not being monitored for
signs of possible contamination.
Unless monitoring is initiated, a
priceless resource could be lost."

among Blacks included the older age structure of Black
farm operators and smaller acreage and sales, the report says.
The median cash income on Black farm families for
1978 (the latest available year) was only about two-fifths
that of White farm families ($9,503 versus
$21,706), and the 1981 proportion of Balck farm resi·
dents in poverty (49 percent) was about double that of
Whites on farms (22 percent).
(The official measure of income and poverty does
not coW1t the value of noncash benefits such as food
stamps, free or reduced-price school lunches, public
housing, Medicaid, and Medicare in the determination Shop at Super Saver with $2
Bills or Susan 8. $1.00
of income and poverty status.)
Copies of the publication, Fann Population of the coins this weekend.
United States: 1982, Series P-27, No. 56 are available
from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 2040'l.
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Julian Bond is on vacation. Hi• column will not appear
this week.

CHERYL BROWN, Publisher

j

Personal Retail Transportation
Consultant
I Can:

Help you find the car you want!
Arrange Financing.
Provide FREE credit check.
Give honest and Professional follow through.
Assist with service AFTER the sale.
Tailor the contract for YOU.
Offer Choice and Selection.
Before you buy a new or used car from anywhere else give me
the chance to be your PERSONAL RETAIL TRANSPORTATION CONSULTANT.
My goal is to be a number one salesman, in order to do that
I must give you the best service and attention possible.
\

COME SEE ME!
Johnny Mack
8051 Auto Drive
Riverside Auto Center
~

714 687-1212

I've had good results with
my ad in · the VOICE,
My coupon ad paid for itself.
James Jackson
The Curl Factory

/

10509 Hole Ave.
Riverside, Ca
359-8849

.,...... for sfmll,oarapplf•Mfl
the afternoon off.
''I know what you're thinking. 'Where

CANNOT BUY TODAY,
WHAT IT DID YESTERDAY

do I get my energy? Toe same place you
do. Southern California Edison. I just use

BUT

it wisely. ·

"It's hot, so I'm giving my appliances
the afternoon off. I use them before noon
and after 6 p.m. Because if I don't, Edison

At CHINO HILLS

For$99 DOWN

has to build costly new power plants.
I don't want them to do that. I'd rather

YOU BECOME THE DRIVER
OF A QUALITY NEW CAR

help them save money, so I'll have more
to spend on skydiving.
''So why don't you join me . Give your
appliances the afternoon off.Tonight we'll
go wild and rum on the dishwasher.''

.
,

FORD

PLUS TAX & LICENSE
ON APPROVED CREDIT
PRESENT THIS AD
RECEIVE $100.00 OFF
ON CAR PURCHASE

. se.e

Southern California Edison ·
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See Willie Marshal

Chino Hills Ford
13101 Central Ave.
Chino, CA
(714) 591-6471
,·
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Earl Speaks To·
A Computer
Operator
EARL was .looking at Mrs. Sanders
at work on a computer machine.
" Your fingers move so fast. That looks
like fun. What kind of work are you doing?" asked Earl.
"I am a computer operator," Mrs.
Sanders told Earl. "I use this machine
to make adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing numbers very easy."
" When I was in school, I liked
arithmetic. That was my best subject.
Would you please tell me how your
computer works?" asked Earl.
"Yes, I will. I am so glad you want to
know, Earl, " said Mrs. Sanders. "A
computer is a machine that uses simple arithmetic to get exact facts and
figures right away. It does not take the
long time that you or I would have to
take to figure out problems."
" Oh, my, that really sounds exciting!
Mrs. Sanders, how did you learn to use
this computer machine? Do you think I
could fearn to use a computer machine
the way you do?" Earl's voice rose in
excitement as he rolled off the words to
his questions.
"Oh, yes, Earl, I know you could learn to
use a computer machine just as I did.
You may even become a better
operator than I am because you want
to learn. When you want to learn
something badly enough, then you are
will ing to do what you need to do to
learn it," explained Mrs. Sanders in a
happy voice.

"Well, Earl, it wil.l take some time.
Because I needed to get a job
operating computer machines as
quickly as I could, I did two things at
t he same time, " explained Mrs.
Sanders.
" What were the two things?" asked
Earl.
" First, I enrolled in a Computer
Operator's Class for adults at the
George Washington Carver High
School. I liked what I was learning so
much that I enrolled in a Computer
Machine Class that was given on TV.
Each one of these classes helped me
with the other," Mrs. Sanders told Earl.

" Yes, I really do," said Earl. "Just tell
me what to do."
_- _
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Earl 's eyes sparkled as he admired Mrs.
Sanders.
" It took time and some hard study. But
now I feel so good about myself. You
know I found out that computers are
becoming a way of life everywhere.
People keep looking for ways to make
life better. A computer helps to
organize, record and store facts and
figures," explained Mrs. Sanders.
" Well , watch out, Mrs. Sanders. I am
on my way back to school. When I
finish my studies, I' ll be back to work
with you. I can see that computer
machine operating is the 'in thing '
now," said Earl in an excited voice.
..
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~. A Message ·t a :
Teachers and
Tutors
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THE AOIP Family & Community Reading Newspaper
The ADVA N CER is the p rope rt y of the national Assau lt O n Illi teracy Program (AOIP) and Is Its o fflc lal umbrella-type remed iation Instrument . In addition to the Title
I-type c;Jasses for which It Is designed primaril y, It Is to be used In all AOIP p rog rams a nd projects. A ll literacy-enhancement programs and pro jects of AOIPpartici pat ing o rgan ization s are considered a part of AOIP.
The ADVANCER i s prepared l•roety by the teachers In the Nation•I Sorority of Phi Oelt• Kappa, Inc. They are assisted, with helpful cooper•tlon, by the teachers
and other professlon•ls In Alph• K•PP• Alph • Sorority, Inc.
These highly-tr• lned •nd deeply comm itted teacher•-along w ith others In the more th an 80 n•llonal organizations comprising AOIP- h••e far more concentr•ted
eaperl4tnce th•n •ny other educ•tor• w ith Tllla I-type atudenll. By focusing Th• ADVANCER pri marily on such extr•ordln•ry n -•• the •upporll•e concerns of •II
other student• are embr•ced •utom•llc•lly.

>

1. To serve as a supplemental-not a
basal-reading-motivational and
comprehension-enhancement tool;

W innie P•lmer, N•tlon•I Ch•lrper•on

Eaatem Region
. _........... Region
Mldwfl• Region

s-•hw•• Region

Gwendolyn T. Deas
Aline Howard
Connie Mllchell

F•r

Wn•

Dorothy P•rker

Debor•h C•llahan

Region

Faa•u,. wrt•en
Ethel Bro ussard
Billie R. Oa•is
Colleen Davis
Oelphynne Davis
Thord lce Del o ach

Lor•yne Oougl•s
A llee R. F ishe r
Brenda Gauf f
Ros letta G ibson
Opal H• mpton

Pat H•yes
BeYerly Hlllstock
Carolyn Howard
Dorothy Leach
Letic ia Leach

2. To help rebuild the pride or sense of
worth
so
deliberately
and
systematically stripped from Black
families generations ago but which
still remain unredressed to such a
large degree today that many Black
young students and adults have little
or no will to learn or achieve;

B•rnara Satte rfie ld
Marguerite Smith

Dorothy Nears
Claudette Payne
G•II Potts
Doris Rone

Elizabeth Logan
Esther M•y
Glori• Mosely
Dorothy Moss

Theresa Warrio r
Juanita West

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Natlonal Chairperson
Mr. Ozell Sutton
Mrs Ruby Couche-Professional Education
Oversight-Alpha Kappa Alpha
(Ms. Faye Bryant)

· N•llon•I Vice Ch•lrperao n•
Mr. Ro bert Gord on-War Chest Committee
Oversi ght- Natio nal Pan-Hellenic Council
(Or. Gilbert Francis)

Mrs. Legree Daniels-Long Range Plann ing
and Reso urce Identification
Oversight - Omega Psi Phi
(Or. Benj ami n LIYlngstone)

Mr. Lloyd Hargrave-Parental Support
and Involvement
Oversight-Delta Sigma Theta
(Mrs. Hortense Canady)

Mr. William Merritt and Mrs. Elsie H Iii - Service and
Rehabllltatlon
O•erslght - Zeta Phi Beta
(Or. Edith Francis)

Mr. Thomas Dortch Jr.-Publlc Information
Oversi ght - Sigma Gamma Rho
(Or A llee Swain)

Mrs. Carrie Haynes-lnlerorganlzational Liaison
Oversight - Phi Beta Sigma
(Mr. Demetrius Newton)

Ms. Frankie GIiiette - Biack Business and
Professional Support and lnvolYement
Oversight - Iota Phi Lambda
(Or. Evelyn Peevy)

Or. GIibert Francis-Public Education
0Yersl ght-Alpha Phi A lpha
(Mr. Ozell Sutton)

Re•. Theod ore Jemi so n - B lack Church Support
and Involvement
0Yerslght-Kappa Alpha Psi
(Mr. Robert Gordon)

3. To enable Hispanic students and
their parents to better understand that
America is their home whether they
were born in the continental United
States or not... and that they have a
rich heritage upon which -to build a
bright future;

Project Coordln•tor
Or. Betty Mansfleld

4. To maximize
adult involvement
VANCER w ithin
local cooperating
newspaper; And,

National offices for the AOIP Family & Community Reading ADVANCER are at 507 Filth Avenue, Su ite 1101 , New York, NY 10017, (212) 667-0898.

BASIC (bay 1-sik)-adj.
most important part.

Forming

the

Did You Know That...

ENERGY (en '-ur-jee)-n. The strength
to work or do things.
'
EXACT (eg -zakt ' )-adj. Without
anything wrong; very accurate.

These organizations are called fraternities (fra-tur '-nuh-tees) and sororities
(sah-ror '-uh-tees). A fraternity is a
fellowship of men. A sorority is a
fellowship of women.

EXCITING (ek-sy '-ting)-adj. Thrilling;
stirring.
GENIUS (jean '-yus)-n. A person with
great abi lity to think and to invent or
create things.

MULATTO (muh-lat 'o)-n. A person
who has one Black parent and one
White parent.
.
'
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The fraternity has a Housing and
Economic Development Corporation.
The fraternity gives scholarships to
deserving students. It has a loan fund
and a job placement service, too.

The name of another fraternity with a
Greek name is the Kappa Alpha Psi
Fraternity. Kappa (cap '-uh) is the tenth
letter in the Greek alphabet. You know
Alpha. Psi (sigh) is the 23rd letter of the
Greek alphabet.

LOYAL (loi '-ul)-adj. Faithful to one's
country or one's family.

<

Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity was
founded in 1911 at Indiana University.
The fraternity now has more than
80,000 members in 553 chapters.

Some of the largest and most active
organizations in our communities have
Greek names?

EXCELLENT (ek '•s'l-unt)-adj. Better
than others of its kind; very good.

I

parental and other
by inserting The ADthe adu lt-oriented
comm unity-bu ilding

5. To assist in gaining a better racial
underst anding by students (mainly
other Whites) in appreciating to a
greater degree those aspects of the
Black . and Hispanic cultures which
have been distorted so greatly and
which remain unredressed to this day.

COMPOSING (kum-poze 1-ing)-v. Making up; putting together; creating.
CONCERT (kon '-sert)-n. A musical
program.

t

It is important to know that the primary
purposes of this "fun to learn"
newspaper, known as The ADVANCER, include the following:

•

THE ADV-AN'CER. '

Is there a chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi
Fraternity in your community? If so,
call them and tell them that you heard
about them in The ADVANCER.

BLACKS IN OUR PAST

Ludwig Van
Beethoven
LUDWIG VAN BE-ETHOVEN is called
"The Greatest Composer the World
Has Ever Known." The world today
knows Beethoven as White. But the
leading German writers and all the
others who knew him say that he was a
"dark Mulatto." They say he had a
broad nose, wide mouth and dark skin.
In short, anyone who looked like
Beethoven in America today would be
called Black.
Ludwig Van Beethoven was born in
Bonn, Germany. He began studying
music when he was four years old.
When he was eight years old he gave
his first concert. When he was eleven,
he wrote his first piece of music. At the
age of fourteen, he was asked to help
the organist at the King's Court.
In 1787 Beethoven went to Vienna,
Austria to play for Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart, another famous musician.
Mozart called him a genius in the world
of music. After a short stay in Vienna,
Beethoven was called home to Bonn
because his mother was sick. When his
mother died, he had to work to support
his brothers. Beethoven began to give
music lessons and to play the viola (a
musical instrument, a little larger and
lower in pitch than the violin) in a
theater orchestra. He was also a great
success as a pianist.

WHEN he was 28, Beethoven began
to lose his hearing. Later his hearing
became so poor that he had to give up
his concert work. So, he began to
devote all of his time to composing. For
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the rest of his life he struggled against
poverty, ill health and growing
deafness.

he wrote the greatest and grandest
piece of music ever written. He called it
his "Ninth Symphony." Beethoven
went on writing music until his death.
He died at the young age of 57.

It was after he became totally deaf that
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Answer. STAY IN SCHOOL
REACH YOUR GOAL
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BLACK AFRICA
We have been learn ing about Black
Africa. We have learned that Africa is
the second largest continent on earth.
Do you know which is the largest continent on earth?

.,

The area of Black Africa is over 8
million square miles. Black Africa takes
up almost all of the continent of Africa.
Black Africa is almost twice as big as
the United States. There are over 334
million people in Black Africa. (There
are about · 227 million people In the
United States.)

41 . Zimbabwe

2

oo
~

Today our visitor is a
young man from the
Republic of Zimbabwe
(zim-bob '-way). Zimbabwe is a country in
Southea~tem Africa. ·it
is located near Mozam~
bique, Botswana, and
Zambia. Can you find
Zimbabwe on your
map?

.,46

42
44

" Hello, my name is lmari Ahidjo. I live in
Salisbury (solz '-berry). Salisbury is the
capital of Zimbabwe. My country is a
little larger than your state of Montana.
" There are more than 7,000,000 in Zimbabwe. The people belong to the Shona
and Ndebele tri-bes. The official
language is English. The Shona and
Ndebele peoples · have their own
languages, too.
" Most of the people of Zimbabwe practice the o ld African religions. A few of
the people are Christians.
" Zimbabwe used to be called
Rhodesia. It became an independent
country on April 18, 1980.
" There are many farmers in Zimbabwe.
They grow corn, tobacco, cotton, coffee, sugar cane, peanuts and potatoes.
" In Salisbury and other cities there are
factories that process food and make
chemicals, . textiles; beverages and
tobacco.
"Zimbabwe has many mines. There are
copper, nickel, gold and coal mines.
"Our favorite food is a stiff porridge
made from cornmeal. It is eaten with a
" • • ••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • ,.,,..•• -
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WEST AFRICA

1. Benin
2. Cape Verde
3. The Gambia
4. Ghana
5. Guinea
6. Guinea-Bissau
7. Ivory Coast
8. Liberia

9.
10.
11 .
12.
13.
14.

Mall
Mauritania
Niger
Nigeria
Senegal
Sierra Leone

15. Togo
16. Upper Volta

~EST-CENTRAL AFRICA
17. Angola
18. Cameroon
19. Central African
Republic
20. Chad
21. Congo

22. Equatorial Guinea
23. Gabon
24. Sao Tome and
Principe
25. z.1re

SUDAN AND THE HORN

26. Djibouti
27. Ethiopia

28. Somalia
29.Sudan
EAST AFRICA

30. Burundi
31 . Kenya
32. Rwanda

33. Tanzania
34. Uganda
SOUTHEASTERN AFRICA

35. Botswana
36. Lesotho
37. Malawi

38. Mozambique
39. Swaziland
40. Zambia

spicy sauce. We do not ·eat meat very
often. Meat is eaten only during
religious ceremonies.
"Come to southern Africa. We will
make you feel very welcome. We will
show you a very good time."
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. In: "Dog Fight
In the last issue,
In The Sky"

an allied pilot

saved our trio from
an enemy ace!

Harmony, you get his
gun, and I'll " pull the
seat"from under
i
- him . .NOW!!
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He streaks home. to a world fighting, ~
like him, for
FREEDOM.
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TUTOR'S GUIDE
The primary objective of The ADVANCER is -to
fulfill a basic part of the reading, motivational, comprehension enhancement and eg.:, SJre,.,thening nttds of
our young and older adults not preuntly in any formaliud public school system. Its secondary purpou is
to serve as excellent supplemental reading for the large
number of young people in public (and other) formali-z:.ed schools where such help is indicated.
This new learning enhancement tool is being put
(ogether on a volunteer basis (there are no paid staff
either nationally or locally in A O/PJ by experienced professionals who often have varying views concerning how
(level-wise) such students should be approached. Since
many of you, too have opinions as reading specialists,
we welcome your comments and would appreciate greatly your suggestions. Also, we invite-and urgently
need-articles for inclusion in The ADVANCER. Each
article must include a set of questions for use in our
Tutor's Guide.
Since we may have to combine similar articles and
significantly edit others, we feel it is best to maintain a
policy of no credits. The objective of all of us is to do
what we can to eliminate the ·awesomeness of illiteracy •
k·herever it exists.
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student-something that he/she can sec as makin, sense
and helpful to them. Accordingly, we sugat that you:
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the computer use to get exact facts and figures? What work
can a computer machine do? How did Mrs. Sanders learn
to be a computer operator? How docs a computer help to
make life better? Why docs the computer machine need an
operator?

(I) Mocivate student interest by introducin, dirrecult
article with a discussion. Ir a chalkboard,
cud or chart paper is available, write them before or u
they are used in contellt.
words in each

LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN-Ask: How did Ludwig
Van Beethoven look different from the way the world today knows him? Why did Wolfgang Mozart call Beethoven
a genius? Why would you call Beethoven a person who did
not give up easily? What two things are so special about the
Ninth Symphony?

(2) Guide the reading or each article by P0Sin1 questions
usina words in the text. tr necessary, take a sentence at a
time. As the student proaresses, you can take a para,raph
at a time.

LUIS MUNOZ RIVERA-Ask: Why is Luis Munoz
Rivera called the "George Washington of his country"?
How do people in Hispanic countries get their last names?
What was Munoz's main interest in life'? Why did Munoz
go to Spam'?·

(3) Teach one skill after each article.
(4) Have student re-read to put the skill word tauaht
back into context.

WHO WILL CARRY THE TORCH?-Ask: Why is the
story called "Who Will Carry the Torch"? Who was the
first surprise? Why do you think Gina Hemphill was proud? Why do you think Rafer Johnson was chosen to light
the torch?

For this issue, you might conc::entrate thusly:

ALL KINDS OF ANIMALS-Ask: How are reptiles and
birds different? Make a list of reptiles. 1':fa~e a list of birds.

General Guidelines

Skill Building Exerclws:
This guide is primarily designed to arouse and maintaln
motivation in the student by continuously highlighting
those elements in these articles which focus on issues of major concern to them; address their ego strengthening needs
and sense of self; and convey productive alternatives to
preconceived notions and ways of thinking that have
hindered us from maximizing our potential .
This orie1:11ation can help make the necessary mechanical
process that follows more meaningful and acceptable to the

We have learned that a and e are vowel sounds. We have
learned that a and e have different sounds. Sometimes a
sounds like a in cat. A also sounds like a in cake and a in

car.

We have learned that e has different sounds, too.
Sometimes e sounds like e in ten. Sometimes e sounds like e
in even. E also sounds like e in father.
Make a chart in your notebook for each sound of a and
e. Cut out words from your newspaper showing the different sounds of a and e. Keep adding to your list every
time you _find these words in the newspaper.

EARL SPEAKS TO A COMPUTER OPERATOR-Ask:
What kind of work was Mrs: Sanders doing? What does

,·i<.11 aM f!-a1110:,.1a110 puo a:,uo11po uo:, aAf·,

ANSWERS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

BURKE
ASHE
VIENNA
SHAFT
HENSON

6.
7.
8.
9.

OWENS
VIOLA
GEORGE
SIMPSON
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OUR HISPANIC NE :GHBORS .
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We have been-learning more and more
every weel(in The ADVANCER. Did you
know that Hispanic Americans are very
much like us in many, many ways?
Hispanic Americans are Americans
whose ancestors came from places
like Mexico, Central America and the
Caribbean.
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Hispanic Americans have a rich and
colorful history. Let's try to learn some
important things about them and us
each week in The ADVANCER.

Luis Munoz Rivera
Many people call Luis Munoz Rivera
the "George Washington of Puerto
Rico." He was the first of ten boys born
to his parents. His father was Don Luis
Munoz Barrios. His mother was Dona
Monserrate Rivera.
In Hispanic countries the Spanish
custom holds in the matter of family
names. In the name Luis Munoz Rivera,
Munoz stands for his father and Rivera
stands for his mother. He is called Mr.
Munoz.
.
Luis Muiioz Rivera was born in the
small town of Barranqu itas on July 17,
1859. The schools were very poor. By
the ti me he was ten years old Luis had
finished all the lessons. So, his mother
taught him French. H is fat her planned
an excellent reading program for him.
His father taught him bookkeeping,
too.
Luis taught each of his brothers to read
and write. But as he grew up he
became more and more interested in

In 1890 Munoz Rivera started a weekly
newspaper. Ramon Marin helped him
set up his little office. He printed · just
what was happening. The officials did
not want him to print the ugly truth
about the way they were treating the
people. Murioz Rivera went to jail many
times. Nothing could stop him.

politics and writing. Once when he was
14 years old soldiers came to arrest Luis
and take him to jail. His father offered to
go to jail in his son's place. The soldiers
would not take his well -to-do father to
jail because he had been the mayor of
the town.
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Munoz Rivera went to Spain. He made
many bargains. He wanted Puerto Rico
free from Spain. It took a lot of skillful
talking. When he came home from
Spain in 1897, he had an agreement in
his pocket.
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In the poem, after many tries, Sisyphus
gets the rock (Puerto Rico) to the top of
the mountain. Then terrible lightning,
thunder and " a wind from the North"
(the United States) shake the mountain
and loosen the rock so that it falls
again.

helped t,im. Amalia believed in Luis'

work. She helped him very much.

Luis' father told him, " If you are loyal to
what you believe in, you are loyal to
me."

•

Puerto Rico's hard won freedom was
gone. Muiioz was heartbroken. He tells
the .stary of his life in a poem called
"Sisifo."

Three years later he married. Amalia
Marin, the daughter of the man who

Luis' father belonged to the Conservative Party (people who wanted to remain under Spanish rule). The police
called Luis "rebellious" because he
was a liberal who wanted his country to
rule itself.

•"

On July 18, 1898 he was named
Minister of Grace, Justice and Government. He was the head of the government. Seven days later the United
States took over the island.
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(To be continued.)
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Who Will Carry
The Olympic Games open with the
lighting of the flame. The flame burns
for the 16 days of the Olympics. The
bearer of the torch is always kept
secret. Before t he O lymp ics everyone
is wondering, " Who w ill carry the
torch?" Who will carry the torch?
A flame that was lighted across the
ocean in the country of Greece had
been passed from one torchbearer to
another torchbearer. They had brought
the torch across the country. It was
somewhere in the Los Angeles Coliseum. But who would come out carrying the torch?
At last the time had come. Out from
under a tunnel came a young Black
woman proudly hold ing up t he torch.
She was Gina Hemphil l. She is the

granddaughter of the famous Jesse
Owens who surprised the wo rld in 1936
when he became t he fi rst person to win
fou r gold medals. And he was a Black
man at that.
Jesse Owens made himself, his family
and all of his country proud of him.
Now his granddaughter showed all of
this pride as she ran one lap around the
Coliseum and handed the torch to
- ~ - · • Now who was this tall Black
man who had come onto the scene at
just the right moment from out of
nowhere?
That tall Black man was Rafer
Johnson. He was the A merican gold
medal w inner in the decathlon (deekath '-lahn). The d ecat hlon is an Olympic event t hat tests skills in t en events,

All Kinds of Animals

Good health is what it's all about these
days.
Young and old must all stay healthy.
Do you remember this old phrase?
" An Apple a Day Keeps the Doctor
Away!"

Reptiles are coldblooded animals. That
means that their body heat becomes
colder or warmer as the air or water
around them changes. Reptiles have
backbones. The have scales or horny
plates on the outside of their bodies.
They crawl on their bellies or creep on
very short legs.

It takes more than an apple to keep a
person healthy!
What kind of food should you eat?

Some reptiles stay in the water for long
period of time, but they don't have gills
like fish do. Reptiles breathe through
lungs. Snakes, lizards, turtles ,
c rocodiles and dinosaurs are reptiles.

Birds lay eggs to hatch their young.
Birds have feathers on their bodies.
Their front limbs are formed into wings.
Some birds that you have probably
seen are robins, pigeons, sparrows,
cardinals and b luejays.
Some birds live in the f ields and some

HEALTHY

Good Health

In my science c lass, we have learned
about all kinds of animals. We studied
reptiles, birds and mammals.

Birds are anot her k ind of animal we
have studied. Birds are warmblooded.
Thal mean~ that their body heat stays
the same. It is usually warmer than the
air around them. It does not change as
the air changes.

The secret was out. Almost a million
people were in the Coliseum. They had
come from all over the world to take
part in the Summer Games. They
brought other people with them.
Billions · of people from all over the
world were looking at the Olympics
over their TV sets. Now the secret was
out. They had seen Gina Hemphill carry
the torch. They had seen Rafer
Johnson light t he flame. He was the
first Black man to have ever had this
honor.

liiPE

SCIENCE
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Johnson carried the torch with pomp
and pride up the stairway at the Coliseum. He lifted the torch to light the
flame.

You need many different types of food
each day.
Food helps you grow.
It gives you energy.
It keeps you healthy.
One or two types of food cannot do all
these things.
You need food from each food group.
live in the mountains. Other birds stay
near water. The colors of some birds
brighten the places where they live. The
feathers of some birds are dull and help
them hide. All birds have wings, but
some, like the ostrich, cannot fly.
Each of the states of the United States
has a state bird. Do y·ou know the state
bird of your state?
•

•

The Four basic food groups are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Vegetables and fruits
Meat
Breads and cereals
Milk

Be a healthy person !
Eat Right!
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